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1. Introduction

• Important process leading to success of the big bang model


• BBN determines baryon density of the Universe


Before CMB provide better estimation


Goal which baryogenesis must achieves


• BBN is very sensitive to physical conditions at T~ 1MeV 


Prove to the early universe


Unstable particles,  


Extra species contributing to cosmic density …..
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BBN ( Big Bang Nucleosynthesis )
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1.1 Standard Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN)

• In the early universe ( T=1-0.01 MeV )  
 
 

Initial Condition 
p and n interchange  via weak interaction
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2p + 2n →4He 3He 7LiD+ small

νe + n ↔ p + e
−

e
+ + n ↔ p + ν̄e

n ↔ p + e
− + ν̄e

Reaction Rate Γ ∼ σvne ∼ G
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F T
2
T

3
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Γ  >> H            Chemical equilibrium 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Γ  = H       weak interactions freeze out 
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µνe
+ µn = µp + µe−

n = g

!

mT

2π
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exp[−(m − µ)/T ]µn = µp

µe/T � 1(� ne� � ne+ � n�) µ� � 1 (assumption)
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freeze-out

temp. 

Tf � 1 MeV

ne� � ne+ =
1
3
µeT
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Almost all neutrons that exist at that time  are 
synthesized into He4
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0.1 MeV < T < 1 MeV 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

T < 0.1 MeV

p + n ↔ D + γ Qd = 2.22 MeV

nγ ∼ 10
10

nB ≫ nB Produced D is destroyed 

T ≃ 0.1 MeV

nγ(Eγ > 2.22MeV) ↘ n

E2.22MeV

⇒ p + n → D + γ

D + γ → p + n

4
He

+ small amount of D, 3He, 3H
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D + D � 3He + n
3He + n � 3He + p
3He + D � 4He + n

(3H� 3He + e� + �̄e, �1/2 � 12yr)



• Heavier Light Elements?   
               No


No stable nuclei with A=5 or 8


Coulomb Barrier 


• But tiny amount of Li7
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4He + 3H →
7Li + γ

4He + 3He →
7Be + γ

7Be + e
−

→
7Li + νe

Abundances of Light Elements 
only depend on baryon-to-photon 
ratio
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• Abundance 
 
 
 
 
 

• Baryon-photon ratio


D/H observation 
 
 

• Lithium problem

Prediction vs Observation

Yp =
�4He

�H + �4He

A

H
=

nA

nH
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�B � 6� 10�10



Observational abundances of light elements

• He4     [ Extragalactic HII region ] 
 
 

• D  [ Damped Ly alpha system ] 
 

• Li7 [ Metal poor halo stars ] 
 

• Li6 [ Metal poor halo stars ] 
 

• He3  [Solar system ]
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Yp = 0.254± 0.003 Izotov, Stasinska, Guseva (2013)

Yp = 0.2465± 0.0097 PDG (2013)

(D/H)p = (2.53± 0.04)� 10�5 Cooke et al, (2013)

Sbordone et al, (2010)

(6L/7Li)p < 0.5

(7L/H)p = (1.6± 0.3)� 10�10

Asplund et al, (2006)

(3He/7D)p < 0.83± 0.27 Geiss, Gloeckler (2003)



2. BBN constraints on unstable particles

• Long-lived unstable particles might spoil success of BBN


• High energy particles from decay destroy light elements


Radiative decay  ( photons, electrons )


Hadronic decay ( quarks, gluons )


• Candidates


Gravitino  ( SUSY partner of graviton )


Moduli fields  ( predicted in superstring )


Dark matter annihilation
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2.1  Gravitino Problem

• Supersymmetry (SUSY)


Hierarchy Problem 
Keep electroweak scale against radiative correction


Coupling Constant Unification in GUT


• SUSY particles 
 
 

• Gravitino 
superpartner of graviton
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Figure 2.2: Renormalization group flow of the coupling constants of SU(3)C , SU(2)L and
U(1)Y gauge group for the case of (a) the MSSM, and (b) the standard model. Here, we use
two loop renormalization group equations, and take the SUSY scale at 1TeV for the MSSM
case.
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• At low energy  

• Gravity Mediated SUSY Breaking (GMSB) 
 
 
 
 

• Squark, slepton masses 
!

!

• Gravitino

SUSY

sector

MSUSY

Observable

sector

(s)quark,(s)leptongravity

SUSY (mq̃,mℓ̃ ∼ 1TeV ≫ mq,mℓ)

SUSY Breaking Scheme

mq̃,mℓ̃ ∼
M2

SUSY

Mp
∼ 102−3 GeV

m3/2 ∼ 102−3 GeV

MSUSY ∼ 1011−13 GeV
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Gravitino production and decay

• Gravitinos are produced during reheating after inflation 
 
 
 
 
 

• Gravitino decay


Radiative decay  e.g. 
 

Hadronic decay  e.g. 
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q

q̄

g
g̃

ψ3/2
Bolz, Brandenburg, Buchmüller 


(2001); MK, Moroi (1995)

n3/2

n�
� 10�11

�
TR

1010GeV

⇥

n3/2/nγ ∼ σnqt ∼ (1/M2
p )T 3

R(Mp/T 2
R)

ψ3/2

γ

γ̃

�3/2 � �̃ + �

�3/2 � g̃ + g

τ(ψ3/2 → γ̃ + γ) ≃ 4 × 108 sec
! m3/2

100GeV

"−3

τ(ψ3/2 → g̃ + g) ≃ 6 × 107 sec
! m3/2

100GeV

"−3



Serious Effect on  
Big Bang Nucleosynthesis 

Decay Products (photons, 
hadrons)

Stringent Constraint 
on TR

Ellis, Nanopoulos,Sarkar (1985) 
Reno, Seckel (1988) 
Dimopoulos et al (1989) 
MK, Moroi (1995) 

. . . . .

Y3/2 ⇥
n3/2

s
⇤ 1.9� 10�12

�
TR

1010GeV

⇥

Gravitino problem and constraint on reheating temperature
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Gravitino Problem



2.2 Radiative decay and BBN

• Radiative decay             High energy photons 
 
      Electromagnetic shower 
 
 
 
 
      Many soft photons 
 
 
 
     Destruct light elements
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ψ3/2

γ

γ̃

� + �BG � e+ + e� ϵγ > m2
e/22T

� + �BG � � + �
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10eV

� + �BG � � + �

� + �BG � e+ + e�

MK, Moroi (1995)

e± + �BG � e± + �

�� � 2.2MeV (T � 10keV)
�� � 20MeV (T � 1keV)



• Destruction of light elements 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   Non thermal production of  D and He3 
 
   Non thermal production of Li6
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D + � � n + p [2.2MeV]

T + � � D + n [6.2MeV]
3He + � � D + p [5.5MeV]
4He + � � T + n [19.8MeV]
4He + � �3 He + n [20.5MeV]
4He + � � D + n + p [26.1MeV]

T + 4He� 6Li + n [4.0MeV]
3He + 4He� 6Li + p [4.8MeV]

Dimopoulos et al (1989)

Jedamzik (2000)



Constraint on radiative decay
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• He3/D gives the most stringent constraint

MK, Kohri, Moroi (2005)



2.3 Haronic decay and BBN

• Hadronic decay takes place even if gravitino 
only couples to photon and photino
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ψ3/2
γ

γ̃

q

q̄

g̃

g

ψ3/2

Reno, Seckel (1988) 
Dimopoulos et al (1989)

MK, Kohri, Moroi (2005) 
Jedamzik (2006)

quarks, 
gluons

energetic  
hadrons

hadro-
dissociation 

destruction & 
production of 
Light elements

Bh ∼ α/4π ∼ 0.001Bh ∼ 1
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Constraint on hadronic decay

• D/H ( τ < 107 sec) or He3/D (τ > 107 sec) gives the most 
stringent constraint 
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MK, Kohri, Moroi (2005)



2.4 Constraint on reheating temperature

• Gravitino lifetime                                  decay modes


• Gravitino abundance 
 

• SUSY mass spectrum 


adopt CMSSM (constrained minimal susy standard model)


• Universal gaugino mass


• Universal scalar mass


• Universal trilinear coupling


• ratio of VEV of the two Higgs fields
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m3/2

TR

Y3/2 ⇥
n3/2

s
⇤ 1.9� 10�12

�
TR

1010GeV

⇥

MK, Kohri, Moroi, Yotsuyanagi (2008)

m1/2

m0

A0

tan�



• Reheating temperature TR should be less than ~ 106 GeV 
for m3/2 = 0.1 - 40 TeV
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MK Kohri Moroi Yotsuyanagi (2008)



2.3 Constraint on annihilation of dark matter
• Motivated by the observation of 

cosmic ray positrons and electrons 
by the PAMELA satellite 
 
           DM + DM        e+  +  e-   
 

• DM annihilation also affects BBN
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10 GeV the positron fraction decreases with increasing
energy as expected from the secondary production of
cosmic rays by collision with the interstellar medium.
The positron fraction is steadily increasing from 10 to
!250 GeV. This is not consistent with only the secondary
production of positrons [17]. The behavior above 250 GeV
will become more transparent with more statistics which
will also allow improved treatment of the systematics.

Table I (see also [13]) also presents the contribution of
individual sources to the systematic error for different bins
which are added in quadrature to arrive at the total system-
atic uncertainty. As seen, the total systematic error at the
highest energies is dominated by the uncertainty in the
magnitude of the charge confusion.

Most importantly, several independent analyses were
performed on the same data sample by different study
groups. Results of these analyses are consistent with those
presented in Fig. 5 and in Table I (see also [13]).

The observation of the positron fraction increase with
energy has been reported by earlier experiments: TS93
[18], Wizard/CAPRICE [19], HEAT [20], AMS-01 [21],
PAMELA [22], and Fermi-LAT [23]. The most recent
results are presented in Fig. 5 for comparison. The accu-
racy of AMS-02 and high statistics available enable the
reported AMS-02 positron fraction spectrum to be clearly
distinct from earlier work. The AMS-02 spectrum has the
unique resolution, statistics, and energy range to provide
accurate information on new phenomena.
The accuracy of the data (Table I and [13]) enables us to

investigate the properties of the positron fraction with
different models. We present here the results of comparing
our data with a minimal model, as an example. In this
model the eþ and e# fluxes,!eþ and!e# , respectively, are
parametrized as the sum of individual diffuse power law
spectra and the contribution of a single common source
of e$:

!eþ ¼ CeþE
#!eþ þ CsE

#!se#E=Es ; (1)

!e# ¼ Ce#E
#!e# þ CsE

#!se#E=Es (2)

(with E in GeV), where the coefficients Ceþ and Ce#

correspond to relative weights of diffuse spectra for posi-
trons and electrons, respectively, and Cs to the weight of
the source spectrum; !eþ , !e# , and !s are the correspond-
ing spectral indices; and Es is a characteristic cutoff energy
for the source spectrum. With this parametrization the
positron fraction depends on five parameters. A fit to the
data in the energy range 1–350 GeV based on the number
of events in each bin yields a "2=d:f: ¼ 28:5=57 and the
following: !e# # !eþ ¼ #0:63$ 0:03, i.e., the diffuse
positron spectrum is softer, that is, less energetic with
increasing energy, than the diffuse electron spectrum;
!e# # !s ¼ 0:66$ 0:05, i.e., the source spectrum is
harder than the diffuse electron spectrum; Ceþ=Ce# ¼
0:091$ 0:001, i.e., the weight of the diffuse positron flux
amounts to !10% of that of the diffuse electron flux;
Cs=Ce# ¼ 0:0078$ 0:0012, i.e., the weight of the com-
mon source constitutes only !1% of that of the diffuse
electron flux; and 1=Es ¼ 0:0013$ 0:0007 GeV#1, corre-
sponding to a cutoff energy of 760þ1000

#280 GeV. The fit is
shown in Fig. 6 as a solid curve. The agreement between
the data and the model shows that the positron fraction
spectrum is consistent with e$ fluxes each of which is the
sum of its diffuse spectrum and a single common power
law source. No fine structures are observed in the data. The
excellent agreement of this model with the data indicates
that the model is insensitive to solar modulation effects
[24] during this period. Indeed, fitting over the energy
ranges from 0.8–350 GeV to 6.0–350 GeV does not change
the results nor the fit quality. Furthermore, fitting the data
with the same model extended to include different solar
modulation effects on positrons and electrons yields simi-
lar results. This study also shows that the slope of the
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FIG. 4 (color). (a) Stability of the measurement in the energy
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FIG. 5 (color). The positron fraction compared with the most
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Hisano, Kawasaki, Kohri, Moroi, Nakayama (2009)



2.4 MeV reheating (lower bound on reheating temperature)

• Low reheating temperature after inflation


• Late-time decay of massive particles 
 
    Reheating temperature =O(1)MeV


Inflaton decay into standard model particles


All particles except neutrinos are quickly thermalized 
 
    Insufficient neutrino thermalization


small number of electron neutrinos


small effective number of neutrino species 
 
    Constraint on TR 
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• Momentum distribution of neutrinos 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• BBN  (p/n)  


small number of νe            weak interaction


small ν density          cosmic expansion   
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Finally, the expansion rate is

H ' 1

a
da
dt

!
%%%%%%%%
!tot

p
%%%

3
p

MPl

: (24)

To integrate the differential equations, since the equa-
tions for f%%y& are stiff, we used the semi-implicit extrapo-
lation method [39]. Using the Ref. [39] implementation
which incorporates an adaptive stepsize control routine, we
were able to evolve the neutrino density matrices very
efficiently. We followed the evolution well after the
electron-positron annihilation ends and f%%y&’s become
constant.

As for the initial condition, we have to make the inflaton
energy density dominate the universe at first. As long as !#

is much larger than radiation energy density ( ( T4), evo-
lution afterward does not depend on their precise values. In
this paper, we adopt a rather realistic relation between !#

and !rad,

!rad !
2
%%%

3
p

5
!MPl!

1=2
# ; (25)

which derived from the analytic solutions during the epoch
of coherent oscillations [40].

III. RESULTS AND COSMOLOGICAL
IMPLICATIONS

In this section, we present the results of our numerical
calculation for neutrino thermalization and consider its
implications for cosmology. We evolve the neutrino den-
sity matrices with various values of the reheating tempera-
ture TR and investigate how the neutrino distribution
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FIG. 1 (color online). The final distribution functions of neutrinos. (a) and (c) are cases for no oscillations (%e is displayed by solid
lines and %& by dashed lines) and (b) and (d) incorporate the oscillations (%e is displayed by solid lines, %0

& by dashed lines and %0
' by

dot-dashed lines). The equilibrium distributions are drawn by dotted lines in order to show how much they are thermalized. For
TR ! 15 MeV, in (a) and (b), whether the oscillations are present or not, all the lines overlap and this means every neutrino species is
fully thermalized for high reheating temperature. For TR ! 2:5 MeV, in (c) and (d), distributions are away from equilibrium form.
When the oscillations are taken into account, distributions of %e and %0

& get close as seen in (d).
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To integrate the differential equations, since the equa-
tions for f%%y& are stiff, we used the semi-implicit extrapo-
lation method [39]. Using the Ref. [39] implementation
which incorporates an adaptive stepsize control routine, we
were able to evolve the neutrino density matrices very
efficiently. We followed the evolution well after the
electron-positron annihilation ends and f%%y&’s become
constant.

As for the initial condition, we have to make the inflaton
energy density dominate the universe at first. As long as !#

is much larger than radiation energy density ( ( T4), evo-
lution afterward does not depend on their precise values. In
this paper, we adopt a rather realistic relation between !#

and !rad,
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which derived from the analytic solutions during the epoch
of coherent oscillations [40].

III. RESULTS AND COSMOLOGICAL
IMPLICATIONS

In this section, we present the results of our numerical
calculation for neutrino thermalization and consider its
implications for cosmology. We evolve the neutrino den-
sity matrices with various values of the reheating tempera-
ture TR and investigate how the neutrino distribution
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FIG. 1 (color online). The final distribution functions of neutrinos. (a) and (c) are cases for no oscillations (%e is displayed by solid
lines and %& by dashed lines) and (b) and (d) incorporate the oscillations (%e is displayed by solid lines, %0

& by dashed lines and %0
' by

dot-dashed lines). The equilibrium distributions are drawn by dotted lines in order to show how much they are thermalized. For
TR ! 15 MeV, in (a) and (b), whether the oscillations are present or not, all the lines overlap and this means every neutrino species is
fully thermalized for high reheating temperature. For TR ! 2:5 MeV, in (c) and (d), distributions are away from equilibrium form.
When the oscillations are taken into account, distributions of %e and %0

& get close as seen in (d).
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• Effective number of neutrinos 
 
 
 
 

• He4 abundance 
 
 
Lowering TR only acts to delay 
the p-n ratio freeze-out and 
decreases Yp 
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C. Light element abundances

We now investigate how the big bang nucleosynthesis is
affected by the nonthermal neutrino distributions and/or
the neutrino oscillations. We calculate the light element (D,
4He, and 7Li) abundances as functions of TR, again with
and without the neutrino oscillations. The cosmological
effects of incomplete neutrino thermalization are most
strikingly seen in 4He abundance since electron-type neu-
trinos play a special role in determining the rate of neutron-
proton conversion during BBN. This has been already
known from the previous papers, Refs. [21,22], in which
the oscillations are neglected, but we find that the neutrino
oscillations prominently matter in regard to the TR depen-
dence of 4He abundance.

We show how Yp varies with respect to TR in Fig. 4. This
is calculated by plugging the solutions of the evolution
equations derived in Sec. II into the Kawano BBN code
[45] (with updated reaction rates compiled by Angulo et al.
[46]). Required modifications are the temperature depen-
dence of the neutron-proton conversion rates, !n!p and
!p!n, and the evolution equation for the photon tempera-
ture. The calculation of !n$p (see e.g. Ref. [47]) involves
the integration of the electron neutrino distribution func-
tion f!e

which does not necessarily take the Fermi distri-
bution form in our case. For the photon temperature
evolution, the contributions from " and neutrinos are
supplemented in the same way as Eq. (23).

There are two effects caused by incomplete thermaliza-
tion of neutrinos competing to make up the dependence of
Yp on TR as shown in Fig. 4: slowing down of the expan-
sion rate and decreasing in !n$p. The former is just a result
of the decrease in the neutrino energy density (of all

species). The latter is due to the deficit in f!e
. They com-

pete in a sense that they work in opposite ways to deter-
mine the epoch of neutron-to-proton ratio freeze-out: the
former makes it later and the latter makes it earlier. Then,
the competition fixes the n-p ratio at the beginning of
nucleosynthesis and eventually determines Yp. Roughly
speaking, for larger TR, the former dominates to decrease
Yp but, for smaller TR, the latter dominates and increases
Yp. This is clearly seen in the case without the oscillations
but not for the case including the oscillations because the
incompleteness in the !e thermalization is made severer by
the mixing [see panels (c) and (d) in Fig. 1] and this effect
dominates already at high TR.

Before going forward, it may be worthwhile to look
slightly more into the explanation of the TR dependence
of Yp. First, let us forget about modifying !n$p or tem-
perature evolution and just calculate 4He abundance using
thermally distributed neutrinos with N!’s indicated in
Fig. 3 for each value of TR. This corresponds to including
the effect of slowing down the expansion rate due to the
incomplete thermalization but neglecting the electron neu-
trino deficiency. Accordingly, lowering TR only acts to
delay the n-p ratio freeze-out and decrease Yp (shown by
the thinner curves in Fig. 4). In an actual low reheating
temperature scenario, a lack of !e reduces !n$p. This
counterbalances the effect of slowing down expansion
and boosts Yp in total at lower TR. To see this is really
the case, we plot !n!p for some values of TR in Fig. 5. We
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FIG. 4 (color online). The 4He abundance (mass fraction) Yp
as a function of the reheating temperature TR (shown on the
bottom abscissa) or the decay width ! (shown on the top
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respectively, by the solid and dashed curves. Thinner curves are
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affected by the nonthermal neutrino distributions and/or
the neutrino oscillations. We calculate the light element (D,
4He, and 7Li) abundances as functions of TR, again with
and without the neutrino oscillations. The cosmological
effects of incomplete neutrino thermalization are most
strikingly seen in 4He abundance since electron-type neu-
trinos play a special role in determining the rate of neutron-
proton conversion during BBN. This has been already
known from the previous papers, Refs. [21,22], in which
the oscillations are neglected, but we find that the neutrino
oscillations prominently matter in regard to the TR depen-
dence of 4He abundance.

We show how Yp varies with respect to TR in Fig. 4. This
is calculated by plugging the solutions of the evolution
equations derived in Sec. II into the Kawano BBN code
[45] (with updated reaction rates compiled by Angulo et al.
[46]). Required modifications are the temperature depen-
dence of the neutron-proton conversion rates, !n!p and
!p!n, and the evolution equation for the photon tempera-
ture. The calculation of !n$p (see e.g. Ref. [47]) involves
the integration of the electron neutrino distribution func-
tion f!e

which does not necessarily take the Fermi distri-
bution form in our case. For the photon temperature
evolution, the contributions from " and neutrinos are
supplemented in the same way as Eq. (23).

There are two effects caused by incomplete thermaliza-
tion of neutrinos competing to make up the dependence of
Yp on TR as shown in Fig. 4: slowing down of the expan-
sion rate and decreasing in !n$p. The former is just a result
of the decrease in the neutrino energy density (of all

species). The latter is due to the deficit in f!e
. They com-

pete in a sense that they work in opposite ways to deter-
mine the epoch of neutron-to-proton ratio freeze-out: the
former makes it later and the latter makes it earlier. Then,
the competition fixes the n-p ratio at the beginning of
nucleosynthesis and eventually determines Yp. Roughly
speaking, for larger TR, the former dominates to decrease
Yp but, for smaller TR, the latter dominates and increases
Yp. This is clearly seen in the case without the oscillations
but not for the case including the oscillations because the
incompleteness in the !e thermalization is made severer by
the mixing [see panels (c) and (d) in Fig. 1] and this effect
dominates already at high TR.

Before going forward, it may be worthwhile to look
slightly more into the explanation of the TR dependence
of Yp. First, let us forget about modifying !n$p or tem-
perature evolution and just calculate 4He abundance using
thermally distributed neutrinos with N!’s indicated in
Fig. 3 for each value of TR. This corresponds to including
the effect of slowing down the expansion rate due to the
incomplete thermalization but neglecting the electron neu-
trino deficiency. Accordingly, lowering TR only acts to
delay the n-p ratio freeze-out and decrease Yp (shown by
the thinner curves in Fig. 4). In an actual low reheating
temperature scenario, a lack of !e reduces !n$p. This
counterbalances the effect of slowing down expansion
and boosts Yp in total at lower TR. To see this is really
the case, we plot !n!p for some values of TR in Fig. 5. We
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Constrain on reheating temperature
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region allowed from D and 4He measurements is smaller
for the case with the neutrino oscillation. We can see it
more clearly by !2 analysis, whose results are shown in
Fig. 8. The lower bound on TR at 95% confidence level in
the "-TR plane is 1 MeV for the case of no oscillations but
tightened to be 2 MeV for the case incorporating the
oscillations.6

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have investigated the MeV-scale reheat-
ing scenario wherein the thermalization of neutrinos could
be insufficient. We have paid particular attention to the
oscillation effects on the thermalization processes of neu-
trinos, and solved numerically the momentum dependent
Boltzmann equations for neutrino density matrix, fully
taking account of neutrino oscillations. In contrast to the
widespread picture, we have found that 4He abundance
does increase while the effective neutrino number N#
decreases. The reason is simple; the neutrino oscillations
reduce the number density of #e, due to which the neutron-
proton transformation decouples earlier. This effect can-
cels and even overcomes that of the decrease in the expan-
sion rate; only the latter effect has been usually taken into

account when discussing the effect of N# on the light
element abundances. Therefore we would like to stress
that it is indispensable to take into consideration the oscil-
lation effects, to set a lower bound on the reheating tem-
perature by using the BBN. As a reference value, we quote
our results; TRH * 2 MeV or equivalently N# * 1:2 ob-
tained by using the observational data on the 4He and D
abundances.

What are then the distinct predictions of the MeV-scale
reheating? Clearly, they are both larger Yp and smaller N#

compared to their standard values; if both the observed Yp

and N# suggest the same TR by the relations shown in
Figs. 3 and 4, they would serve as decisive evidence for the
MeV-scale reheating.7

At last, let us comment on the validity and possible
extension of the present work. As explained in Sec. II,
we have neglected the self-interactions of neutrinos. Such
simplification is considered to be valid due to the following
reason. Since self-interactions cannot change the total
energy stored in the neutrino sector, they affect only the
momentum distribution of neutrinos. On the other hand, it
should be noted that we have taken into consideration the
neutrino-electron (#e) scattering, which also shifts the
neutrino momentum distribution toward kinetic equilib-
rium at the rate of the same order of magnitude as the ##
scattering. However, we have checked that our results do
not change at all even if we increase the #e scattering rate a
few times larger than the standard one. Considering that the
## scattering rate is further suppressed due to the deficit in
the neutrino number, we are sure that the self-interactions
have only a minor effect in the neutrino momentum distri-
bution. Still, the self-interactions have a potential effect on
the number density of #e through, e.g., #e !#e $ #$!%" !#$!%".
Furthermore, nonzero &13 can have a similar effect; in this
case it is necessary to perform three generation analysis.
Nevertheless we believe that our main conclusion is robust,
since these extensions, too, are expected to decrease the
number density of #e, further increasing the 4He abun-
dance. Of course the quantitative improvement should be
necessary and the full analysis on these points will be
presented elsewhere [55].
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6Recently, analysis of the 4He abundance by Ref. [52] suggests
Yp # 0:249$ 0:009 [53]. This is higher than the value of
Eq. (28) mainly due to the different treatments of stellar absorp-
tion. Although, at present, such large uncertainty does not allow
us to derive any meaningful lower bound on TR, higher Yp is
interesting for MeV-scale reheating scenario. Should future
research yield Yp > 0:25, TR %O!MeV" would be favored.

7According to Ref. [54], we can determine both Yp and N#
with future CMB observations such as Planck.
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• BBN constraint            TR > 2 MeV


• If hadronic decay occurs ( π± K± . . .) it changes n/p 
 
                    TR > 3-5 MeV

perature is still low. Thus the above effects extremely in-
crease the freeze-out value of n/p and is much more effec-
tive than the speed down effects. Namely, the produced Y p
becomes larger very sensitively only if TR is just a little
lower than 6–7 MeV. One can obviously find that this effect
becomes more remarkable for the larger Bh .
To understand how it depends on mass, it is convenient to

introduce the yield variable Y! which is defined by

Y!"n! /s , #40$

where s denotes the entropy density in the universe. Because
Y! is a constant only while the universe expands without any
entropy production, it represents the net number density of !
per comoving volume. For simplicity let us consider the in-
stantaneous decay of ! and assume that the reheating pro-
cess is completed quickly. Because the radiation energy in
the thermal bath or entropy s!2%2g*/45TR

3 is produced
only from the decay products of ! , Y! is approximately
estimated using TR and m! by

Y!!0.28
TR
m!

. #41$

From the above equation, we can see that for the fixed value
of TR the net number of ! , i.e., the net number of the emitted
hadrons, becomes larger for the smaller mass. Comparing
Fig. 10#a$ with Fig. 10#b$, we find that the theoretical curve
of Y p for the case of m!!10 GeV is enhanced more steeply
and the starting point to increase Y p becomes higher than for
the case of m!!100 TeV.
Since the other elements #D and 7Li) are not so sensitive

as 4He, it is expected that the observational value of Y p
constrains TR most strongly. In order to discuss how a low
reheating temperature is allowed by comparing the theoreti-
cal predictions with observational values #D, 4He, and 7Li),
we perform the Monte Carlo simulation and maximum like-
lihood analysis as discussed in Sec. IV. In addition to the
case of Sec. IV we take account of the following uncertain-

FIG. 10. Plot of the predicted 4He mass fraction Y p as a func-
tion of TR for #a$ m!!100 TeV and #b$ m!!10 GeV at &!5
"10#10. The solid curve denotes the predicted Y p where we take
the branching ratio of the hadronic decay mode as Bh!1 #right one$
and Bh!0.01 #left one$. The dot-dashed line denotes Bh!0. The
dashed line denotes the virtual Y p curve computed by including
only the speed down effect due to the change of the effective num-
ber of neutrino species. The dotted line denotes Y p in SBBN. The
long-dashed line denotes the rough observational two ' upper
bound that Y p should be less than about 0.252. The top horizontal
axis represents the lifetime which corresponds to TR .

FIG. 11. Contours of the confidence levels for m!!100 TeV in
(& ,TR) plane for the branching ratio of the hadronic decay mode #a$
Bh!1 and #b$ Bh!10#2. The solid line denotes 95% C.L. and the
dotted line denotes 68% C.L. The filled square is the best fit point
between the observation and theoretical prediction for D, 4He, and
7Li. The right vertical axis represents the lifetime which corre-
sponds to TR .

FIG. 12. Contours of the confidence levels for m!!10 GeV for
the same theory parameters as in Fig. 11.

FIG. 13. Lower bound on TR as a function of m! for the branch-
ing ratio of the hadronic decay mode #a$ Bh!1 and #b$ Bh!10#2.
The solid line denotes 95% C.L. and the dotted line denotes 68%
C.L. The right vertical axis represents the lifetime which corre-
sponds to TR .
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3. Baryogenesis and dark matter 

• Our universe is made of baryons (not anti-baryons)


• Asymmetry between matter and ant-matter


• How large asymmetry?

29

nB � nB̄?

Big Bang Nucleosynthesis
nB

s
= (6 − 8) × 10−11

s: entropy density

Baryogenesis
before BBN after inflation



3.1 Sakharov’s condition

• For successful baryogenesis


(1) B violation ( L-B violation )


(2) C and CP violation


(3) Out of equilibrium 
 
  (2) CP transformation 
 
     If the theory is CP invariant 
 
 
  (3) Thermal distribution is determined by T and m 
 
       CPT invariance 
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A + B� C + D � ACP + BCP � CCP + DCP

�[A + B� C + D] = �[ACP + BCP � CCP + DCP ]
B = 0

mA = mĀ B = 0



3.2 Baryogenesis mechanism

• Electroweak baryogenesis


In the standard model   


•  too small CP (Kobayashi-Maskawa)


• EW phase transition is not 1st order


• Leptogenesis


Lepton number generation from heavy right-handed ν


L          B  by sphaleron process


• Requires high reheating temperature T > 109 GeV 

• Affleck-Dine baryogenesis
31

not working

graviton problem?



3.2 Affleck-Dine Mechanism

• Scalar potential ( squark, slepton, higgs) in MSSM (minimal 
supersymmetric standard model ) 

Flat Directions  = Affleck-Dine fields  

(  flat  if SUSY and no cut-off  )


• In the inflationary universe,  dynamics of some AD field 
produces baryon asymmetry of the universe


• Scalar potential
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Affleck, Dine (1985)

�

U(1) symmetry       
A-termNon-renormalizable


termSUSY breaking
U(1)

V (�) = m2
�|�|2 +

|�|2(n�1)

M2(n�3)
+ a

m3/2

Mn�3
(�n + ��n)

baryon (lepton) 
number

� UB(1)



•  During Inflation        has a large value 

•                                     Oscillation

Dynamics of Affleck-Dine Field

Φ

Φ

A-term

Kick in phase direction

Baryon Number Generation

nB = −i(Φ̇∗Φ − Φ∗Φ̇)

∼ θ̇|Φ|2
33

H � m�

Noether current
jB,µ = i(���µ�� ��µ��)

⟨|Φ|eiθ⟩ ̸= 0 ⇒ CP,  out of eq.

Re�

Im�
nB � |�|2�̇

V

Φ



3.3 Affleck-Dine mechanism and Q-ball formation

• However, Dynamics of AD-field is complicated by the 
existence  of Q-ball  


• Q-ball : Non-topological Soliton in Scalar Field Theory 
with Global U(1)
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S. Coleman (1984)

AD Field � �= 0

Oscillation

Baryon 
Number

Q-Ball  Formation

Q-Ball  Decay
Hiramatsu MK Takahashi (2009)

Kusenko Shaposhnikov (1998) Enqvist McDonald (1998) 
Kasuya MK (2000)



3.4 Cogenesis with Q Balls

• Affleck-Dine mechanism for baryogenesis


• Flat directions (=AD fields Φ ) in scalar potential of SUSY 
extensions of the standard model 


Large field value during inflation


Start oscillation after inflation 
 
          Baryon number generation


Formation of Q Balls 
AD field produces spherical  
condensates through instabilities


• LSPs (lightest SUSY particles)  
can be dark matter 
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q̃ (squarks), l̃ (sleptons), H

V

Φ

Re�

Im�
nB � |�|2�̇



• Q balls are unstable in gravity mediated SUSY breaking


Q balls decay into quarks and LSPs (    )


Q-ball decay into quarks is saturated by Pauli blocking


   Simple relation among decay rates


!

!

•   nq :  number of species of quarks interacting with Q-ball

•   gs : number  of degrees of freedom of sparticles 

•   f(m) =1 for  
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�(Q� qi + qj) � 8�(Q� qi + �̃)

nB � 72 n�̃

m�̃ � 360GeV � �B = ��̃/5

�̃

MK Yamada (2012)

�DM

�B
=

m�̃

mp/3
Br(Q ball� sparticles)
Br(Q ball� quarks)

=
m�̃

mp/3

�
s gsf(ms)

8nq

( nq = 27 for udd-flat direction )

m� � m�̃ � n�̃ � � m�̃ �

m� � ms

IF



• To keep ΩDM/ΩB relation, produced LSPs should not annihilate


Late decay of Q balls


Low reheating temperature TR < 1 GeV


• For example,   LSP = winos  NLSP = bono 
                Q balls           winos           bins
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Kamada MK Yamada (2012)
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FIG. 1. Solutions of Eq. (23) for the case of mw̃ = mb̃ as
a function of mφ(φ0). There is no solution for mφ(φ0) <

∼
1.2 TeV and are two independent solutions for mφ(φ0) >

∼
1.2 TeV (green and blue lines). The red and magenta dot-
ted lines show the two asymptotic solutions mw̃ = mφ(φ0)
and mw̃ = 360 GeV, respectively.

decay:

5 ≃
ΩDM

Ωb
=

3mw̃

mN

Bbino

Bquarks
. (22)

From Eqs. (11), (15), and (22), the bino and wino masses
are related with each other by the following equation:

360 GeV

mw̃
= f

!

mb̃

ω0

"

, (23)

where f(x) is defined as Eq. (11). The results are shown
in Fig. 1 for the case ofmw̃ = mb̃. There are two solutions
when ω0

>
∼ 1.2 TeV. In the limit of ω0 → ∞, two solutions

are approximated to 360 GeV and ω0. The resultant wino
abundance is given by

Y (NT )
w̃ ≃ 1.1× 10−12 360 GeV

mw̃
. (24)

From this and Eq. (20), we can check that the winos with
mass of 0.4−1 TeV do not annihilate when Td

<
∼ 100 MeV

(Q >
∼ 1026). Indirect detection experiments constrain

the wino mass as mw̃
>
∼ 300 GeV [25–27]. The above

predicted wino mass satisfies this constraint.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have reinvestigated the baryon and dark matter
cogenesis through Q-ball decay into quarks and SUSY
particles by taking into account the squark annihilation
process inside the Q ball. The branching ratio of the
Q-ball decay into quarks is enhanced by the number of
degrees of freedom for quarks produced in the decay. We
have assumed that the Q ball can decay into binos, winos,
and SM particles kinematically, and considered the wino

as LSP. In this case, we show that the branching into
binos can be O(0.01) for the ūd̄d̄ flat direction and predict
that the dark matter is the wino with mass of 0.4−1 TeV.

Appendix: Q-ball decay rates through the N ≥ 3
body scattering processes

Not only the decay process but also the N body scat-
tering processes can occur in the Q ball. The rate of
the charge emission from the Q ball through the N body
scattering process can be roughly estimated as

!

dN

dt

"

N

∼ Q× nN−1
φ × ΓN , (A.1)

ΓN =

#

dLips|M|2
$

initial

1

2Ei
, (A.2)

dLips ≡ (2π)4δ

%

&

all

pj

'

$

final

d3ki
(2π)32Ei

, (A.3)

where nφ ∼ ω0φ2
0 is the squark number density in the Q

ball. Let us show that the rates of the N body scattering
processes are not saturated for N ≥ 3.
The mass of the field interacting with the Q ball is

O(φ0), but the typical interaction energy is O(ω0). Thus,
we can estimate the rates of the N body scattering pro-
cesses in the leading order of ω0/φ0 ∼ Q−1/2. The num-
ber of particles in the final state should be minimized in
the leading order as

Next =

(

N, N: even

N + 1, N: odd.
(A.4)

Then, the number of fermion propagators can be counted
as

Nprop =

(

3N/2− 2, N: even

3N/2− 3/2, N: odd.
(A.5)

However, as shown in Fig. 2, there should be a factor of
M from the chirality flip, whereM is the Majorana gluino
mass or the higgsino mass, and we assume ω0 < M ≪ φ0.
The number of mass insertions is

Nmass =

(

N/2, N: even

(N − 1)/2, N: odd.
(A.6)

FIG. 2. Examples of the diagrams for the N body scattering
processes.



Q ball cogenesis in CMSSM
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Low reheating temperature TR < 1 GeV


sparticle mass spectrum in CMSSM


• Cogenesis is consistent with 126 GeV Higgs

Kamada MK Yamada (2014)
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Backup
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NGC 6611

O,B Stars
T ~ 30000-50000K

HII

HeII

HII

HeII

UV Fluxes

Recombination Lines

Measurement of He in  HII region

H II   HeII

• HII region

 OB stars ionize H and He

 E(HI)= 13.6eV, E(HeI)= 24.6eV,E(HeII)= 56.4eV


• Recombination lines 
!

!

• measure HeII/HII 
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Spectrum
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Fig. 13. Y - O/H for the sample of 111 H ii regions with EW(Hβ)
≥ 150Å, with the excitation parameter x = O2+/O ≥ 0.8 and
with 1σ error in Y ≤3%. The five He i emission lines λ3889,
λ4471, λ5876, λ6678, and λ7065 are used for χ2 minimisation
and determination of Y. Large blue and green filled circles are
for HeBCD and VLT samples, respectively, small red filled cir-
cles are SDSS galaxies. We chose to let Te(He+) vary freely in
the range 0.95 – 1.05 of the !Te(He+) value. The continuous line
represents the linear regression (whose equation is given at the
bottom of the panel) and the dashed lines are 1σ alternatives of
the linear regression. The dotted line is the quadratic maximum-
likelihood fit to the data.

deviations at the 68.3% confidence level (CL) corresponding to
χ2 – χ2min = 2.30, at the 95.4% CL corresponding to χ2 – χ2min =
6.17, and at the 99.0% CL corresponding to χ2 – χ2min = 9.21 are
shown (from the inside out) by solid lines.

We adopted the most recently published value for neutron
lifetimes τn = 880.1 ± 1.1 s (Beringer et al. 2012). With Yp
= 0.254±0.003, (D/H)p = (2.60±0.12)×10−5 (Pettini & Cooke
2012), the minimum χ2min = 0 is obtained for η10 = 6.42, corre-
sponding to Ωbh2 = 0.0234±0.0019 and Neff = 3.51±0.35 (68%
CL) (Fig. 14). This value of Neff at the 68% CL is higher than
the SBBN value Nν = 3.

We note that the primordial helium abundance sets a tight
constraint on the effective number of neutrino species. These
constraints are similar to or are tighter than those derived us-
ing the CMB and galaxy clustering power spectra. For exam-
ple, using these two sets of data, Komatsu et al. (2011) derived
Neff = 4.34+0.86−0.88 at the 68% confidence level. On the other hand,
Keisler et al. (2011) analysed joint WMAP7 data and South Pole
Telescope (SPT) data, both on the microwave background tem-
perature fluctuations, and derived Neff = 3.85 ± 0.62 (68% CL).
Adding low-redshift measurements of the Hubble constant H0
using the Hubble Space Telescope and the baryon acoustic os-
cillations (BAO) using SDSS and 2dFGRS, Keisler et al. (2011)
obtained Neff = 3.86 ± 0.42 (68% CL).

On the other hand, Ade et al. (2013) using the data of the
Planck mission derivedNeff = 3.30± 0.27 (68%CL). Thus, there
is a general agreement between Neff obtained in this paper and
by other researchers with other methods. However, uncertainties
are too high to make definite conclusions about the deviations
of the BBN from the standard model. Tighter constraints can be
obtained by including the additional He i λ10830 emission line
in the consideration,which requires new observations. This work
is in progress.

Fig. 14. Joint fits to the baryon-to-photon number ratio,
η10=1010η, and the equivalent number of light neutrino
species Neff , using a χ2 analysis with the code developed by
Fiorentini et al. (1998) and Lisi et al. (1999). The value of the
primordial 4He abundance has been set to Yp = 0.254 (Fig. 13)
and that of (D/H)p is taken from Pettini & Cooke (2012). The
neutron lifetime of τn = 880.1± 1.1s fromBeringer et al. (2012)
has been adopted. The filled circle corresponds to χ2 = χ2min = 0.
Solid lines from the inside out correspond to confidence levels of
68.3% (χ2 – χ2min = 2.30), 95.4% (χ2 – χ2min = 6.17) and 99.0%
(χ2 – χ2min = 9.21), respectively. The SBBN value Neff = 3.046 is
shown with a dashed line.

Our baryon mass density Ωbh2 = 0.0234±0.0019 (68% CL)
(Fig. 14) agrees with the values of 0.0222±0.0004 (Keisler et al.
2011) and 0.0221±0.0003 (Ade et al. 2013) from fluctuation
studies of the CMB radiation. Arbey (2012) developed the most
recent code AlterBBN for calculating BBN abundances of the el-
ements in alternative cosmologies. Adopting a neutron lifetime
of τn = 880.1 s (Beringer et al. 2012), our derived Neff = 3.51
and η10 = 6.42, it returns the predicted primordial abundances
Yp = 0.253 and (D/H)p = 2.53×10−5, which agree well with the
values obtained from observations.

10. Conclusions
We have rederived the pregalactic helium abundance, improv-
ing on several aspects with respect to our previous estimates.
First, we used the updated He i emissivities published by
Porter et al. (2013), tested our overall procedure on a grid of
CLOUDY models built with the most recent version of the code,
v13.01 (Ferland et al. 2013), using the same atomic data. Most
importantly, we used the largest possible set of suitable ob-
servational data, which significantly enhance the set used by
Izotov & Thuan (2010), thus reducing the statistical error in de-
termining Yp and allowing a more comprehensive analysis of
systematic effects.

Before proceeding to determine Y in real objects, we pro-
duced analytical fits to the grid of He i emissivities published by
Porter et al. (2013); then we tested and refined our procedure to
derive the helium mass fraction in H ii regions using an appro-
priate grid of photoionisation models built with CLOUDY.

Finally, we applied our updated empirical code for the deter-
mination of the primordial 4He abundance from the largest sam-
ple of low-metallicity extragalactic H ii regions ever used (1610
spectra). It consists of three subsamples: a) the HeBCD subsam-
ple of low-metallicity and high-excitation H ii regions used for
instance by Izotov et al. (2007) and Izotov & Thuan (2010) for

15

Yp = 0.254± 0.003
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Precision measures of the primordial abundance of deuterium 7

Fig. 3.— A montage of the full Lyman series absorption in the DLA at zabs = 3.067259 toward J1358+6522. The black histogram shows the data, fully adjusted
to the best-fitting continuum and zero levels, while the red continuous line is the model fit. The minimum χ2/dof for this fit is 6282.3/6401. Tick marks above
the spectrum indicate the location of the velocity components (red ticks for H i, green ticks for D i).
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Fig. 5.— Values of D/H for the Precision Sample of DLA measurements analyzed in this paper. The orange point represents the new case reported here
(J1358+6522). The left and right panels show respectively the D/H measures as a function of the DLA oxygen abundance and H i column density. The dark
and light green bands are the 1σ and 2σ determinations of Ωb,0 h2 from the analysis of the CMB temperature fluctuations recorded by the Planck satellite
(Planck Collaboration 2013) assuming the standard model of physics. The conversion from D/H to Ωb,0 h2 is given by eqs. 5 and 6.

TABLE 2
The Precision Sample of D/HMeasurements in QSO Absorption Line Systems

Literature This work
QSO zem zabs [O/H]a logN(H i) log (D/H) logN(H i) log (D/H) Ref.b

(cm−2) (cm−2)
HS 0105+1619 2.652 2.53651 −1.77 19.42 ± 0.01 −4.60 ± 0.04 19.426 ± 0.006 −4.589 ± 0.026 1, 2
Q0913+072 2.785 2.61829 −2.40 20.34 ± 0.04 −4.56 ± 0.04 20.312 ± 0.008 −4.597 ± 0.018 1, 3, 4
SDSS J1358+6522 3.173 3.06726 −2.33 . . . . . . 20.495 ± 0.008 −4.588 ± 0.012 1
SDSS J1419+0829 3.030 3.04973 −1.92 20.391 ± 0.008 −4.596 ± 0.009 20.392 ± 0.003 −4.601 ± 0.009 1, 5, 6
SDSS J1558−0031 2.823 2.70242 −1.55 20.67 ± 0.05 −4.48 ± 0.06 20.75 ± 0.03 −4.619 ± 0.026 1, 7
aWe adopt the solar value log(O/H)⊙ + 12 = 8.69 (Asplund et al. 2009).
bReferences – (1) This work, (2) O’Meara et al. (2001), (3) Pettini et al. (2008a), (4) Pettini et al. (2008b),
(5) Pettini & Cooke (2012), (6) Cooke et al. (2011), (7) O’Meara et al. (2006).

the literature systems that did not meet our selection criteria
(see Section 2.2.1) have larger uncertainties, and thus their
contribution to the weighted mean value of D /H is relatively
low.

4.1. The Cosmic Density of Baryons
Using the most up-to-date calculations of the network of

nuclear reactions involved in BBN, the primordial abundance
of deuterium is related to the cosmic density of baryons (in
units of the critical density), Ωb,0, via the following relations
(Steigman 2012; G. Steigman 2013, private communication):

(D /H)p = 2.55 × 10−5 (6/ηD)1.6 × (1 ± 0.03) (5)
ηD = η10 − 6(S − 1) + 5ξ/4 (6)

where η10 = 273.9Ωb,0 h2, S = [1 + 7(Neff − 3.046)/43]1/2 is
the expansion factor and ξ is the neutrino degeneracy param-
eter (related to the lepton asymmetry by Equation 14 from
Steigman 2012). The rightmost term in eq. 5 represents the
current 3% uncertainty in the conversion of (D /H)p to ηD due
to the uncertainties in the relevant nuclear reactions rates (see
Section 4.2). For the standard model, Neff ≃ 3.046 and ξ = 0.
In this case, the Precision Sample of D/H measurements im-
plies a cosmic density of baryons:

100Ωb,0 h2(BBN) = 2.202±0.020 (random) ±0.041 (systematic)
(7)

where we have decoupled the error terms from our measure-
ment (i.e. the random error term) and the systematic uncer-
tainty in converting the D abundance into the baryon density
parameter.
As can be seen from Figure 5, this value of Ωb,0 h2 is in ex-

cellent agreement with that derived from the analysis of the
CMB temperature fluctuations measured by the Planck satel-
lite (Planck Collaboration 2013):

100Ωb,0 h2(CMB) = 2.205 ± 0.028. (8)
4.2. The Current Limitation

In the era of high-precision cosmology, we feel that it is
important to highlight the main limitations affecting the use
of (D /H)p in the estimation of cosmological parameters. As
can be seen from eq. 7, the main source of error is in the
conversion of (D /H)p to the baryon density parameter (ηD,
and hence Ωb,0 h2). In large part, this systematic uncertainty
is due to the relative paucity of experimental measures for
several nuclear cross-sections that are important in the net-
work of BBN reactions, particularly deuteron–deuteron re-
actions and the d(p, γ)3He reaction rate at the relevant en-
ergies (Fiorentini et al. 1998; Nollett & Burles 2000; Cyburt
2004; Serpico et al. 2004). Since these studies, estimates for
the deuteron–deuteron reaction cross-sections (Leonard et al.
2006) have improved and their contribution to the error budget
has been reduced. Themain lingering concern involves the re-
action rate d(p, γ)3He, for which only a single reliable dataset

weighted mean
(D/H)p = (2.53± 0.04)� 10�5
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Fig. 15. A unified view of A(Li) vs. [Fe/H] from some studies for which
a common temperature scale can be assumed. Blue circles, Asplund et
al. (2006) data, red triangles, Aoki et al. (2009) data, magenta squares,
CS 22876–032 from González Hernández et al. (2008), filled symbol
primary star, open symbol secondary star. Black diamonds, this work,
BA temperature scale. Dot-dashed gray line, best linear fit to Asplund
et al. (2006) data, continuous dark gray line, best fit to our data. Typical
error bars for our data are displayed.

three works)8. The best linear fit to our data is shown as a dark
gray solid line, while the best fit to Asplund et al. (2006) data
(A(Li)=2.409+ 0.103[Fe/H]) is shown by a dot-dashed gray line.
The Asplund et al. (2006) Li abundances are increased here by
0.04 dex to account for the known offset already mentioned in
Sect. 7.6, and their metallicty is decreased by 0.2 dex to corre-
spond to the metallicity-scale offset detected by Bonifacio et al.
(2007). It is now even more evident that the Spite plateau does
not exist anymore at the lowest metallicity, and is replaced by an
increased spread of abundances, apparently covering a roughly
triangular region ending quite sharply at the plateau level. This
region appears here to be populated in a remarkably even man-
ner; at any probed metallicity some star remains at, or very close
to, the Spite plateau level, but many do not. The rather different
slopes of the best-fit relations in Asplund et al. (2006) and in
this work appear to be the obvious consequence of fitting two
subsamples covering different metallicity regimes. This could
provide also an explanation for the numerous claims, starting
from Ryan et al. (1999), of a thin, but tilted Spite plateau. From
this view, the difference was produced simply because the tail of
these samples had been falling in the low-metallicity “overde-
pletion zone” as we have been able to discern more clearly.

We are not aware of any theoretical explanation of this be-
havior. After the measurements of the fluctuations of the CMB
made it clear that there is a “cosmological lithium problem”, i.e.,
the Li predicted by SBBN and the measured baryonic density is
too high with respect to the Spite plateau (by about 0.6 dex for
our sample), there have been many theoretical attempts to pro-
vide Li-depletion mechanisms that would reduce the primordial
Li to the Spite plateau value in a uniform way. Our observations
now place anadditional constraint on these models – below a
metallicity of about [Fe/H] = −2.5, they should cause a disper-
sion in Li abundances and an overall lowering of A(Li).

If Li depletion from the WMAP-prescribed level were
to happen in the stellar envelopes of very metal-poor stars,

8 González Hernández et al. (2008) derived Teff from photometry and
isochrones, but a cross-check with Hα profiles computed in 1D with
Barklem et al. (2000a) broadening confirmed the result.

the mechanism would have to be remarkably metallicity in-
sensitive to account for the thin, flat plateau observed be-
tween [Fe/H]=−2.5 and −1. And yet, the same phenomenon
must become sharply metallicity sensitive around and below
[Fe/H]=−2.5, i.e., precisely where metallicity effects on the at-
mospheric structure are expected to become vanishing small.

We are tempted to imagine that two different mechanisms
may need to be invoked to explain the production of the Spite
plateau for stars with [Fe/H] > −2.5, and of the low-metallicity
dispersion for stars with [Fe/H] < −2.5. One could envision such
a two-step process as follows:

1. Metal-poor halo stars are always formed at the Spite plateau
level, regardless of their metallicity.Whether the plateau rep-
resents the cosmological Li abundance or is the result of
some primordial uniform depletion taking place before the
star formation phase is immaterial in this context.

2. A second phenomenon, possibly related to atmospheric dif-
fusion, becomes active around [Fe/H]=−2.5 and below, de-
pleting Li further in the atmosphere of EMP stars. This phe-
nomenon, aside from the metallicity sensitivity, would ex-
hibit different star-to-star efficiency, being possibly depen-
dent on additional parameters, such as stellar rotation or Teff .
Its efficiency must in any case be higher for more metal-poor
stars.

In this scenario, the “primordial” plateau would be preserved
above [Fe/H]∼ −2.5, but below that metallicity, a systematic
“leakage” of stars towards lower A(Li) would take place, more
effectively for more metal-poor stars, but naturally scattered due
to the sensitivity to parameters other than [Fe/H]. This scheme
would have a number of advantages. First of all, it would natu-
rally explain our observations, “mimicking” a slope in A(Li) ver-
sus [Fe/H], but with increased scatter at low [Fe/H]. It would also
explain why, while the scatter in A(Li) increases at low metallic-
ities, not a single star in this metallicity regime has been found
to lie above the Spite plateau level. It would then be consistent
with a small number of stars remaining close to the plateau at
any metallicity (e.g., CS 22876–032 A, González Hernández et
al., 2008, filled magenta square in Fig. 15); in these objects,
the depletion process would be somehow inhibited. Finally, at-
tributing the extra depletion to atmospheric diffusion / settling
would not require a physical “conspiracy” capable of producing
exactly the same depletion level regardless of metallicity, stel-
lar rotation, gravity, or effective temperature, as is often invoked
when diffusion is used to explain the Spite plateau.

The nature of what we refer to above as the “second phe-
nomenon”, the one responsible for the departures from the Spite
plateau below [Fe/H] = −2.5, is perhaps the most intriguing.
Above, we have proposed some kind of photospheric settling
mechanism, but one could as well envision a chemical evolution
scenario, on the basis of some gas pre-processing with Li deple-
tion (à la Piau et al. 2006) – while it may not be able to account
for the entire WMAP-Spite plateau discrepancy, this mechanism
could easily account for the mild (0.2-0.4 dex) departure from
the plateau observed at lower metallicities. Moreover, this mech-
anism would naturally produce a spread of abundances as a con-
sequence of the local level of gas pre-processing.

There are hints that the recently discovered ultra-faint dwarf
galaxies (uFdg) might have been the source of the bulk of the
EMP stars now found in the halo of the Milky Way (Tolstoy et
al., 2009, and references therein). If this were indeed the case, a
sizeable fraction of our sample could have formed in uFdg sys-
tems, possibly more so for the most metal-poor objects. It has
been suggested (Komiya et al., 2009) that the paucity of stars
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